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Tipping of the 19 by 9-foot slab of fluorescent willemite and calcite that will be displayed as a major exhibit in
the new Allison and Roberto Mignone Halls of Gems and Minerals, scheduled to open in 2019 at New York’s
American Museum of Natural History, in conjunction with the museum’s 150th anniversary.
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View of the remaining
rock face, after the slab
was removed for the
American Museum of
Natural History; willemite
(fluorescent green) and
calcite (fluorescent red)
shown under shortwave
ultraviolet light.

Sterling Hill Mining Museum 
Mission Statement 

Our mission is to tell the story of the Sterling Hill Mine and to inspire lifelong learning about earth 
sciences, engineering, and the responsible use of the Earth’s nonrenewable resources.

What We Do 
1. We inspire students to pursue careers in science and engineering.
2. We inspire people to be thoughtful and responsible stewards of our environment. 
3. We are committed to preserve our historic facility, rock and mineral samples, artifacts, and records 

to support research and foster understanding of this unique geologic area.
4. We provide visually stimulating, hands-on experiences in earth science and technology in an historic,

immersive, real-world setting. 
5. We promote an understanding of human involvement in our environment and how science and 

technology relate to that connection.



The Sterling Hill Mining Museum continues to
thrive on many fronts.  First and perhaps most
importantly, we are delivering every day on our
education mission: to tell the story of the Sterling

Hill Mine and to inspire lifelong learning about earth sci-
ences, engineering, and the responsible use of the Earth’s
nonrenewable resources.  Our attendance, especially by
school children, continues to be robust.  

Second, we continue to bring exciting new exhibits and
programs to the museum, such as the 1942 caboose
restoration and the locomotive mine train restoration (see
article in this issue – “Our Mine Locomotive is
Restored”).

Third, we continue to forge new and exciting partnerships
with important persons and institutions, such as the
American Museum of Natural History (see article in this
issue – “22-Ton Slab of Sterling Hill Ore Quarried for the

American Museum of Natural History’s New Hall of
Gems and Minerals”), the Fluorescent Mineral Society
(see article in this issue – “The Fluorescent Mineral
Society’s Big NERF Ball”), and the Delaware Museum of
Natural History (see article in this issue – “Delaware
Museum of Natural History Fluorescent Mineral
Exhibit”).

And finally, we have established a strong, collaborative,
and very positive relationship with the Borough of
Ogdensburg, the hometown of the Sterling Hill Mining
Museum (see article in this issue – “The First Sterling Hill
Haunted Halloween Fundraiser”).

The Sterling Hill Mining Museum continues to grow and
is stronger than ever in so many ways, thanks to the
incredible work and dedication of our outstanding staff
and volunteers.  
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Happenings at Sterling Hill

T

e are indeed fortunate to have been chosen to
provide a major exhibit for the new Allison
and Roberto Mignone Halls of Gems and
Minerals, scheduled to open in 2019 at New
York’s American Museum of Natural History

(AMNH) in conjunction with the museum’s 150th
anniversary.

Among the selected specimens to be displayed are a
recently acquired towering 12-foot amethyst geode from
Uruguay, the Star of India blue sapphire, the 632-carat
Patricia Emerald, and the “Subway Garnet” (a nine-
pound almandine crystal unearthed during the excavation
for a sewer in Midtown Manhattan in 1885).

The 11,000-square-foot transformation of the Morgan
Memorial Hall of Gems and Harry Frank Guggenheim
Hall of Minerals will showcase the ultimate mineral
specimens found on the planet, emphasizing “size and
beauty.” With that mandate, George Harlow, Curator for
the AMNH Department of Earth and Planetary Sciences
knew that a mere 50 miles from the Museum lay a true
prize for the new exhibit hall.

George visited Sterling Hill over a year ago, and we
showed him several areas that could yield a huge fluores-
cent slab with the best patterns and brilliance. The search
quickly narrowed to the outcrop in the fill quarry, located
southeast of the Passaic Pit. Here was an area where both
the calcite and willemite were at their brightest intensity.

22-Ton Slab of Sterling Hill Ore
Quarried for the American

Museum of Natural History’s New
Hall of Gems and Minerals

Bill Kroth and Gordon Powers

W

Continues on page 4
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Continues on page 5

AMNH
Continued from page 3 …“there’s no other place like it on Earth.”

Listed on the
National Register of Historic Places since 1991

Sterling Hill Newsletter
E D I T O R

JeffReY OSOwSki
30 Plant Street • Ogdensburg, NJ 07439-1126

Sterling Hill Mining Museum
foundation
O F F I C E R S

William Kroth
PReSideNT & execuTiVe diRecTOR

Jeffrey Osowski
Vice PReSideNT

Haig Kasabach Denise Kroth
SecReTARY TReASuReR

T R U S T E E S
Lincoln Hollister • Missy Holzer
Michael Pierce  • Gordon Powers

Walter Spink • Jeff Winkler 

ADvISORY COUNCIL
Robert Batic • Robert Hauck (Trustee Emeritus)

Robert Hauck Sr. (Trustee Emeritus)
Robert Horn • George Hutnick • Fred Lubbers
Steven Phillips • Alan Rein • Ralph Tillinghast

Earl verbeek • Eric Weis • Derek Yoost
The Sterling Hill Newsletter is the official journal of the 
Sterling Hill Mining Museum Foundation, a nonprofit 

institution. It is published two times a year, 
in April and September.

Subscription to the Sterling Hill Newsletter is included with 
membership in the Sterling Hill Mining Museum Foundation. For

details look for the membership form in this issue. If the
form is missing, contact the museum for information.
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George originally wanted to quarry a large slab from
the iconic outcrop at surface level, but we did not want
to lose this familiar feature which has been the focus of
so many wonderful photographs of the fluorescent wall.
Instead, we offered to make an area available that was
originally quarried by John Kolic and is nearly 35 feet
below the surface. Although there was a small ramp
leading to the bottom of the exposure, any further exca-
vation here would require major earthwork. George
selected an area on the outcrop that measured nine feet
high and 19 feet long. The natural bedding resulted in a
steep dip toward the east, and it was his intent to orient
the slab at AMNH in the same manner. There were four
natural joints in the slab. In the event that it did not
remain in one piece during cutting and shipping, plans
were made to mark and reassemble the individual
pieces once at AMNH. We had many discussions
regarding the required thickness of the slab, but that
decision would ultimately be made by the expert stone
cutters from Italy who would be in charge of the cut.
Our estimates ranged from six inches to three feet.

Many more meetings were required, including several
with the company in charge of the actual cutting,
Ghirardi Stone Contracting, LLC from Italy. This firm
would use its customary technique for extracting large
architectural marble slabs, a high-speed diamond-
impregnated cable loop running through pulleys, simi-
lar to a clothes line. Cooled and flushed with water, the
cable would produce a 3/8 inch wide kerf (slit made by
cutting) on the side, top, and back that would free the
prized slab for the museum exhibit.

Fortunately, our friend and tenant, Fred Rowett of
Rowett Excavation, handled the earthwork and config-
ured a large spiral ramp that was gentle enough to
allow all of the equipment to be taken down to the
work area. Fred worked his four-cubic-yard front-end
loader and one-cubic-yard track excavator for four days

Fill quarry after excavation, with the area to be quarried on
the far left.
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AMNH
Continued from page 4

Miner Doug Francisco drilling the 19-foot horizontal hole for
the bottom back of the slab.
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to complete the access. We thought then that our work was
done.

Surprisingly, we were then asked by the Italian contractors
to provide the three pilot holes that would define the actual
cutting planes and through which the diamond cable would
be routed. While we were initially hesitant to get involved,
former Sterling Hill miner Doug Francisco assured us that
not only could he complete this difficult task, but he
looked forward to getting back to drilling at Sterling Hill.
Doug refurbished several drills, bought extra-long drill
extensions, and rebuilt a pneumatic drill track not used in
nearly three decades. The track would provide a constant
alignment (that he could aim with more precise accuracy),
and compressed air would actually push the drill forward
into the rock. All three holes, each on its x, y, and z axis,
would have to meet at a point 19 feet into the ore! That
seemed to be nearly impossible to us, but again, Doug said
that it would be no problem, and on October 24, he succeed-
ed in reaching that point hidden deep in the outcrop. Using
trigonometry, we calculated that Doug was actually within
one degree of accuracy with his aiming. And he did it with
ease! Finally, Doug pulled three loops of “fishing” wire
through each of his holes so that the diamond cable could be
easily threaded. The hard part for us was now done.

We were asked to provide a “large” generator to power the
saw. The Ghirardi contractors gave us the specifications so
that we could rent a unit for a week. We initially thought
the information was incorrect since every rental firm that
we contacted had never heard of a portable generator with
that much power. The machine required 440 volts and 160
kilowatts. We finally located one in Connecticut; New
Jersey didn't have one that big! Fred Rowett carefully
pulled the generator down to the outcrop face with his
track-mounted excavator. His new spiral ramp worked per-
fectly!

The actual saw arrived a few days later. It was made in
Italy and, like a Ferrari, represented the finest in Italian

technology. Three sections of geared metal track were
included in the shipment and, just like Lionel toy train
track, the sections assembled based upon male and female
interlinking joints. The saw was computer-controlled and
self-factored many variables such as speed, tension, and
resistance to provide the perfect cutting conditions. We set
a plastic 1750-gallon water tank on the surface and used
the siphon effect to supply water to both Doug’s drill and
Ghirardi’s cable. In total we used about 3000 gallons,
requiring one extra refill.

We initially estimated that the actually cutting would take
several days, but we were amazed that all three cuts only
took a total of about three hours. The corner vertical cut
took 30 minutes; then we moved to the bottom horizontal
cut that took about 60 minutes; and then the back cut that
surprisingly only required about 90 minutes. Our calcula-
tions indicated that the diamond-laced cable was moving at
over 250 miles per hour!  We were cautioned to stay away
from the plane of the cable loop in the event that it
snapped. At that speed it would act as a deadly whip.

The slab was tipped
onto its side by a spe-
cial device that consist-
ed of two thin sheets of
steel, continuously
welded together around
the edges, forming what
looked like a flattened metal pillow case. It was thin
enough to slide into the rear vertical saw kerf. Water was
then pumped into it at high pressure by means of a small
electric pump. Multiplying its large surface area by the 100
psi pressure provided by the pump resulted in a huge hori-
zontal force that slowly tipped the large slab over. Fred
Rowett provided a pile of soft soil to cushion the slab once
it fell on its side. This arrangement worked perfectly.

Wire saw (center of
photo) cutting the
vertical back face of the
slab. Rock dust is visi-
ble coming out of the
wall.

Section of the freshly-cut slab after tipping.
Continues on page 6
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AMNH
Continued from page 5

The final weight of the four slabs sold to the American
Museum of Natural History was 43,800 pounds. The aver-
age thickness of the slices was one foot at the top and 2.5
feet at the bottom. These calculations were done to deter-
mine the required final strength needed for lifting and
transporting. Fred Rowett was able to remove the two
smaller slabs with his excavator and JK Crane Corporation
was able to use their hydraulic crane to lift the remaining
heaviest two slabs. All of the sections were carefully
loaded onto a JK Crane’s 48-foot long trailer, which was
then parked on Sterling Hill property. We covered the slabs
with heavy-duty tarpaulins to protect the rock from rain
and sunlight that could damage the fresh fluorescent faces.
We have been told that the slabs may be further “thinned”
for the final display once in New York. They will still pos-
sess the maximum surface area for a wonderful fluorescent
effect, but the thinner aspect will avoid the need for extra
floor reinforcement at the museum.

The night after the
completion of the
cut, we used three
shortwave Uv
lamps for a super
view. The effect
was both hum-
bling and mesmer-
izing. Fabio (the
Italian geologist
who supervised
the cut for
Ghirardi) was so
amazed that he got too close to the illuminated face in
spite of our warnings and spent the next full day with cool
slices of potatoes over his eyes. He was fine the following
day and just a little bit more careful when we lit up the
face again.

Imagine how good it will look when the 19-foot by 9-foot
slice is illuminated at AMNH by 20 of Don Newsome’s
TripleBright III shortwave Uv light units. Sterling Hill
will be consulting with the lighting specialist chosen by
AMNH to provide the best fluorescent illumination. With
this much Uv wattage, the display will require a special
and dedicated vent to remove the ozone that will be gener-
ated by the shortwave lights in the case.

As a result of this effort, we are left with about 5,000
pounds of "scrap" slices and chunks of fluorescent ore 

from the east limb of the Sterling Hill orebody. These will
be sold at a premium since they are of exceptional beau-
ty. The largest slice will be placed in our Warren Museum. 

The Italians (Giuliano, Fabio, and Ricardo) of Ghirardi
Stone Cutters gave us the $6,000 diamond cable and asked
if we would memorialize the event with a museum display
showing this amazing process. Our museum certainly
would be an appropriate place to do that. But the best divi-
dend is that we are now left with a beautiful large flat and
smooth face that is 20 feet long by 16 feet tall in situ. We
plan on constructing a light-proof pavilion at this face and
illuminating it with about ten Uv lights. We will not need
as many as the AMNH since we will be able to achieve
total darkness. Fred Rowett has left us with a nice gradual
spiral ramp to access the area. So we basically have an
"amphitheater" in our quarry now.

A professional film crew from AMNH filmed the entire
event, and there are plans to develop a special documen-
tary on the harvesting of the slab. Gordon Powers also did
a very complete job of documenting the slab removal, and
we soon will be giving a special lecture at the Ogdensburg
historical society.

It has been an honor for us to be involved in such an
undertaking. The Sterling Hill Mining Museum has cer-
tainly gained higher stature through our association with
the American Museum of Natural History, and we have
now become the "parent" of this amazing natural wonder
that will be viewed by millions of visitors in New York
City each year. This exposure will surely bring more visi-
tors to our museum. A true win-win for both institutions!

Crane lifting one of
the freshly-cut slabs.

View of the rock face and quarried slab under shortwave
ultraviolet light.
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haunted mine tour during the Halloween season
has been something we at Sterling Hill have
always dreamed of having. After all, what could
be a better setting than a dark and dreary aban-

doned mine on an autumn night? Several years ago, we
took some “first steps” and purchased an inexpensive fog
machine. We discussed how we would handle tickets,
parking, and advertising; but we always worried about
things getting out of control, perhaps upsetting our neigh-
bors, or even angering the entire town! We had read of
real “horror stories” in the newspapers where old local
houses and farms were tried as haunted attractions; only
to be shut down in a matter of hours due to inadequate
parking and traffic problems. Our normal admissions
were growing at Sterling Hill, and we concluded back
then that we didn’t need the extra work or, more impor-
tantly, the risks of a haunted mine tour.

Then, during the end of September 2017 everything
changed. Ogdensburg Councilman and Advisory Council
member George Hutnick and local school advocate vicky
Schroeder approached me with a proposal that could pos-
sibly help solve a problem that the Ogdensburg
Elementary School was having. Their dilemma was that
the eighth grade class had planned a school trip to Boston
to learn about our nation’s early history; but the cost of
buses and hotels was more than the school or parents
could afford. We sympathized since we too are aware that
the majority of costs for classes visiting Sterling Hill are
indeed the buses.

George and vicky proposed that eighth grade students,
their parents, and staff of the Ogdensburg School host a
two-day haunted mine tour at Sterling Hill. They would
be responsible for advertising, crowd control, tickets,
decorations, costumes, and staffing. Sterling Hill would
be covered under the school’s insurance policy, while the
Ogdensburg Fire Department and First Aid Squad would
volunteer and be present during the event. And fortunate-
ly, the local Police Department and Historical Society

would handle the parking. All of our past concerns were
covered, and we actually had a request from the town to
proceed!

With approval from the Sterling Hill Board, I gave
George and vicky the “OK” to start planning. We needed
a theme, so the Sterling Hill sign was easily changed to
Sterling HEll by adding three horizontal pieces of black
electrical tape to the “i” in Hill. Also, since we all know
that zinc is important for our immune systems, our fun
gimmick would be that Sterling Hill zinc was so good
that the miners never truly died; but became zombies
instead!

Many paragraphs would be necessary to describe all of
the decorations, costumes, and special effects; but let me
give some general highlights:  

All lights inside the mine were covered with red acrylic
wrap, providing a dark and scary effect. Two fog
machines easily filled the entire mine with plenty of
vapor, and they did it so effectively that we only kept
them operating for a total of about ten minutes each
night. Due to the stillness and temperature of the mine
atmosphere, the fog became eerily stratified in layers
starting from the bottom, and in some places formed “fog
tubes” that clung to the rock walls. The students were
amazingly transformed into zombies with the help of sev-
eral parents and volunteers, one of whom actually

worked as a makeup artist on
Broadway. Then, they hid in
mine cars, the emergency gur-
ney boxes, and literally any-
where they could fit.

The First Sterling Hill Haunted
Halloween Fundraiser

Bill Kroth

A

Kevin Larsen, Ogdensburg resi-
dent and a senior at Wallkill
Valley Regional High School,
helps his underclassmen by
playing a zombie for the
fundraiser. The special effects
and makeup were really out-
standing.
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The lamp room was transformed
into a hospital/laboratory where
“Dr.” Freddie Lubbers and his sis-
ter, “nurse” Sue Conklin, gave

quite a comedy show attempting to revive injured zombie
miners. Bubbling flasks filled with dry ice and colored
water along with a sparking Jacob’s ladder provided a
Frankenstein-like laboratory atmosphere.

Property manager, Tom
Hauck, was dressed as
Bicycle Pete -- a true legend
of Sterling Hill. With a sooty
oil lamp on his helmet, gray
paint on his face, and a baseball card clicking on his
spokes, he drove through the mine blowing an antique
horn that was truly creepy. Everyone wanted to pose for a
photo with Pete; I mean Tom.

But the scariest of all features was our grand finale. Two
certified scuba divers, dressed as clowns, hid underwater
in our flooded stope (lake). As each group of 20 visitors
stepped up to the water’s edge, one of the ”tourists” was
grabbed by a clown and literally dragged underwater,
their screams echoing throughout the mine until their last
surge of bubbles exited the cloudy water. Unbeknownst to
our guests was the fact that those who were pulled under-
water screaming were the wife and daughter of a scuba
diver; dressed in wet suits beneath their regular clothing.
The surge of bubbles occurred when they inserted their
awaiting air regulators, which were hidden beneath the
surface of the water. The fright was so intense that I actu-
ally felt a little sorry for the unsuspecting guests. I even

had to hold one man back as he attempted to jump into
the water to rescue a “victim.” 

Outside, skeletons and decorations blew in the wind, sus-
pended high on the conveyor tower. The Kerstanski fami-
ly set up large speakers and played a wonderful selection
of Halloween music. Many town residents constructed all
types of scary carnival games, such as “eyeball toss” and
”hoop on the witches hat” which were set up in the park-
ing lot, and which also served as a pedestrian plaza. The
Ogdensburg Department of Public Works supplied high
intensity “baseball field lights” and Porta-Johns; while the
local Dunkin Donuts donated over 700 donuts. Special T-
shirts where made for the event, and they too, were a big
hit. We also sold hot dogs and cider to help generate
money.

We estimate that we had over 750 visitors during the
Friday and Saturday nights of the haunted Halloween
mine tour. The event raised $6,675, and the Sterling Hill
Mining Museum matched that amount; bringing the total
to $13,350 (which was amazingly very close to the
amount the students needed for the trip).

Now the eighth grade will go on their school trip to
Boston in late May; but more importantly, a wonderful
bond was established between our museum and the folks
of Ogdensburg. So very many people worked together
flawlessly to provide an amazing performance under very
short notice. We will definitely do this again next year for
the 2019 graduating class, and it will be even better. Be
sure to come, and tell your friends!  

Sterling Hill Mining Museum
Advisory Council member
Freddie Lubbers looks dashing
playing the mad doctor in our
Lamp Room. His combination of
fright and humor was a big hit
with all visitors.

Clowns are scary
enough; but this one,
seen emerging from
our flooded stope,
was almost more
than our visitors
could stand.
Volunteer Mark
Vegalito, from Vernon
and with Dark Waters
Divers, is wearing his
wet suite beneath his
costume.

Antonio Ciasullo, an eighth grade 
student from Ogdensburg Elementary
School, prepares to take his picture in
the mine.
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Franklin/Sterling Hill Vein Collection
Ray Latawiec

Continues on page 10
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he insanity of my vanity...or should I say "veinity,"
becomes apparent when looking at the collec-
tions I have amassed over the years. Since I was a
wee lad, I can remember my grandfather telling
me there are lucky stones out there to be

found. Grandpa was a coal miner in Europe during his
early years, and I can still remember his tales from those
days. Some real joys and horrors that went along with his
diggings in the earth were revealed to me over my early
years and his last ones. He told me tales of magic coming
from rocks that had streaks in them. I wondered what he
meant until, while on one of our walks, he found just that
– a rock with a streak in it!  I believe I still have that
wonderful rock, which was nothing more than common
slate, with a quartz vein cutting it in half. Since then, and
especially when I discovered one on my own, I became
enthralled with these wonders of nature. According to
grandpa, one such lucky stone saved his life in a coal
mine disaster that left many of his comrades dead. His
faith in that lucky stone, that to him represented the cross
of Christ, gave him the courage to hang on, and that
saved his life and the lives of some of his brother miners.

I wondered how such things as vein rocks happen to
exist? I am still convinced vein rocks are indeed magical,
as grandpa stated, for they have sent me on a magical
adventure, collecting them for more than 60 years. My
quest ultimately led to the most amazing mineral deposits
on earth, in the Franklin/Sterling Hill mining
district. After leafing through old Rocks and Minerals
magazines from the early 60's, I convinced my dad to
take me to the Franklin Mineral Museum, where the
fairyland of my dreams existed. Many years after this
first visit, I actually worked there as a tour guide and
mineral salesman, and ultimately became the vice
President of that fine organization. During my first visits,
the Trotter Dump was still in its heyday, the Buckwheat
Dump was still loaded with choice specimens, and I
vaguely remember the Parker Dump before the firehouse
was built. My grandfather, who was there on that first
excursion to the Buckwheat, found the first one of the
day, which I still possess – a basalt vein cutting calcite! I
can vividly remember Grandpa conversing with Nick
Zipco, who was custodian of the Trotter Dump. The heat-
ed discussion involved coal mining and zinc mining, and
which miner was better. Since neither was convinced of
the other’s rationale, I remember them parting with a
hearty miner's handshake and buddy hug.

The buckets of stuff I brought home from the dumps
sparked a desire to return again and again to the hallowed
ground in Sussex County. As my tastes became more
refined, and my first Uv lamp was acquired, I embarked
on the collecting of those vein rocks, a passion that con-
tinues to this very day. I soon realized that, with veins,
one does not necessarily need the black light to make
them bright; they are contrasting and interesting even in
white light.

Ribbons and bands, as the miners and collectors called
them, became the centerpieces of my collection. As my
monetary situation improved, I was drawn to the Franklin
homes of Nick Zipco, Marge Palsulich, Andy Massey,
Stanley Hocking, Ewald Gerstmann, and down strike to
Jim's Gems. These sources seemed to have endless sup-
plies of “eye candy” and, at the time, were affordable! A
far cry from the thousand-dollar rocks of today. The best
ones were always those personally collected, though most
would certainly classify them as "leaverites." I could
never leave them right there...those found on the
Buckwheat and Trotter Dumps are very special to me, as
they represent a time in my life when things were much
simpler than today. But, as the hobby became more
intense and competitive, the expense became a factor, and
the weight alone threatened to cave in my rock room, I
became more selective, only selecting the veins. This
refined my interests to concentrate on the rarities, and
quality ultimately trumped quantity. Although I must say,
the variety alone can make one's head spin. I probably
had at least 100 labels that simply read “willemite vein in
calcite.”

T

Ray Latawiec Vein Collection in Zobel Hall; shown in white
light.
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I have many fond memories of the characters I met along
the way, especially in the early days of my collecting
adventures. If you have had the pleasure of knowing Nick
Zipco, you know what I mean. According to Nick, he had
the best, and made fun of all the rest. He even claimed
that Ewald Gerstmann stole his rock and named it after
himself! And Ewald's version led to some of the most col-
orful exchanges ever between these two “rock
gods.” Beside the banter, I was able to acquire some of
the best pieces in my collection from these two colorful
contributors to the hobby. Another colorful chap was
Stanley Hocking. His house in Hamburg was stuffed with
goodies, a veritable mother lode of local minerals, many
brought out of the Franklin mine in his lunch bucket. No
matter where you went in his quaint little home, mounds
of rocks abounded; several of which found their way
home with me. I wish I had had a tape recorder with me
when the beers kicked in and the stories of his mining
career in Franklin were revealed.

I found a real treasure when I split open an unusual speci-
men bought from the son of a miner, Steve Chuka. Steve,
who was a fellow tour guide at the Franklin Mineral
Museum, had his house filled with specimens in a manner
similar to Stanley Hocking. I persuaded his son to part
with one with the help of our mutual friend, “Bud
Weiser.” The rock I acquired was a strange bird indeed,
identified after analysis by the late Joe Orosz, who had
access to sophisticated equipment. To our surprise, it
turned out to be the rare mineral schallerite! In apprecia-
tion I gave him the other half of the rock, and threw a
couple of more bucks and Buds at Steve for this prized
specimen, currently residing at the Sterling Hill Mining

Museum's Zobel Hall.

When word got out that I was interested in veins, collec-
tors and dealers started to seek me out. They would save
those treasures for me and gave me first crack. More real-
istically, they were just trying to dump them off on me
because they were of no interest to other collectors. Some
of those hidden treasures were revealed after giving them
a good crack. If lucky, and the rock did not disintegrate,
the magical band was revealed. I became known, among
other things, as the vein man, ribbon boy, and the band
man. I remember being at the famous Gerstmann muse-
um, when the great one himself pulled me aside to say he
was saving some choice ribbons for me, and cheap. "But
don't tell anyone," he said, "I didn't pay for them yet." It
was at Ewald’s museum that I was first introduced to the
late John Kolic, the very last Sterling Hill miner. Tales of
his finds, which he loved recalling, are epic. I actually
acquired some of his vein specimens. Those of you who
knew John will certainly agree he contributed greatly
to the hobby and to science by discovering minerals at the
time unknown. Kolicite, one of his special finds from "the
Hill," is named in his honor. 

And so my collection grew, with additions from the well
known "rogues gallery" community -- Freddie Lubbers,
Gar van Tassel, George Elling, John Cianciulli, Bob and
Dick Hauck, Lee Lowell, Mark Boyer, Steve Kuitems,
Kurt Hennig, Dick Bostwick, Steven Phillips, John Kolic,
and Ralph Kovach, among others. Some of their former
specimens now reside in the Franklin Mineral Museum,
and more recently at the Sterling Hill Mining Museum.
Others reside in personal collections that were acquired by
them from me, and by me from them, again and again, as
the rocks seemed to find their way around town. I have
had some of the same specimens in my collection several
times. What really makes my heart beat is learning about
the geological processes involved in the formation of my
vein specimens -- secondary mineralization, hydrothermal
solutions, cracks and fissures, filled in with all kinds of
new minerals. 

I hope that those in our community can sympathize with a
fellow collector with this specialized interest, can appreci-
ate my passion, and perhaps even agree with me that this
area of specialization is important, not only for collecting,
but for science as well. It is certainly in my veins. This
story was told in appreciation to all my friends, living and
deceased, who made it all possible; especially Pop and
Grand Pop who started me on the journey. 

Ray Latawiec Vein Collection in Zobel Hall; shown under
shortwave ultraviolet light.
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Our Mine Locomotive is Restored
Bill Kroth

wo years ago, a group from the Sterling Hill
Mining Museum traveled to Pennsylvania to
gather information needed for the accurate
restoration of our 1942 metal caboose. On the
way back to New Jersey, we saw a road sign

advertising the No. 9 Coal Mine and Museum in
Lansford, PA. We had donated equipment to them and
thought this would be a good time to observe how others
present mining history. Unfortunately, we stopped on the
only day of the week when they were closed; however,
once we announced that we were from Sterling Hill, they
graciously opened their doors and gave us a great private
tour.

The No. 9 was a coal mine with basically only one rock
in its inventory – coal -- as compared to the Sterling
Hill/Franklin district’s listing, which exceeds 360 miner-
als. But they had one feature that we couldn’t match – a
train ride. Please understand that this is in no way a com-
petition, and their museum was fascinating; but we
always get the same question from our visitors: “Do we
ride the train through the mine?” And we have always
answered “No.”

The No. 9 train ride consisted of an electric-powered
locomotive that pulled several passenger cars. Each car
had a full roof and metal caging around its sides for pro-
tection. The length of track into the mine was approxi-
mately 350 feet, and exiting the mine was accomplished
by simply reversing the engine. I felt like a youngster at
an amusement park ride as I sat waiting for the motor to
start. I thought, if only we could have a train ride like this
at Sterling Hill!

The idea gradually faded until, several years later when
ex-Sterling Hill miner Doug Francisco asked me if we
could restore one of our locomotives, perhaps the same
one he once drove. Doug has certainly amazed me with
his mechanical skills and knowledge of our specific min-
ing equipment, and so far, there has been nothing he
couldn’t get operating again. Doug said he knew some
“electrical wizards” who owned a generator/alternator
repair shop in Newton, NJ, and he was sure they could
help us with the more difficult electrical tasks required to
get the locomotive running. Additionally, we figured we
could repair the existing track, including the two switches
and even extend the track so that it travels out to the
Passaic Pit. After measuring our usable track, I was

amazed that we had over 550 feet and, after close inspec-
tion, the rails were still in perfect condition.

We decided that we would recondition the smallest loco-
motive; the one that sat in front of the main adit doors.
Doug assured me that it had plenty of power for our
needs, and even though it sat outside in the elements for
decades, its internal equipment was designed for damp-
ness and it would be fine. Our next step was to get it to
Rectifier Auto Electric in Newton, only about seven miles
away. We loaded the unit onto Doug’s truck using our
Kubota excavator and drove it to their shop.

Once at Rectifier Auto Electric, I was amazed at the
enthusiasm and focus of owner Jack Furman and assistant
Jerry Melchione. The shop has loads of wonderful and
still-functioning electrical test and repair equipment. Jack
was extremely proud that this equipment could be used as
part of his business. It was clear that if anyone could get
our locomotive running again, it was these gentlemen. As
we left the shop, we knew that the next time we saw the
unit, it would be moving on its own! 

During the next few months, Tom Hauck, Sterling Hill
property manager, assembled enough rail and ties to
extend the track toward the gift shop, approximately 50
feet. This would provide the ideal length for parking the
locomotive and its cars outside, and also for loading our
passengers. Tom continued his track work and was able to
get the switch near the grizzly operating smoothly. Now
we had options; one track could take our visitors to the
shaft station and the other could head south, over the griz-
zly toward the Passaic Pit.

We received a call from Jack about a month later request-
ing the wiring diagram. I searched our mining equipment
library, but could find nothing related to our specific loco-
motive. Then I remembered that the folks at American
Industrial Mining Company, just south of Pittsburgh, pur-
chased some mine cars and a locomotive from us.
Perhaps they could help find the 60 year-old document
we were seeking. With just a simple phone call, Mike and
Pete Jedlica at American Industrial Mining Company
immediately knew what we needed, and they e-mailed us
the exact diagram. Doug was able to find the correct
“dead man’s switch” on eBay. This foot-operated safety
switch automatically stops the locomotive if the operator
becomes incapacitated or falls off. 

T
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Jack Furman of Rectifier Auto Electric proudly sits on the
locomotive. With all the components restored and work-
ing, it will just be a matter of final reassembly and wiring.
Notice the eight huge deep-cycle batteries (green cubes)
that will provide plenty of power.

MiNe LOcOMOTiVe ReSTORed
Continued from page 11
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Jack called a few weeks later and reported that the unit
was running beautifully on a few generic automobile bat-
teries. Nevertheless, he ordered the correct deep-cycle
batteries. These specific units would have to fit into the
unit’s battery compartment and be capable of withstand-
ing the stresses of constant full discharging without dam-
age. He also located the proper battery charger; the same
type of unit that is used to recharge golf carts.

Doug modified a large flat-bed mine car that will serve as
our passenger carrier. The unit we found on-site did not
have the proper wheel spacing (gauge) to match our
track, so Doug took the undercarriages from incomplete
frames and adapted them for our car. In the process we
also installed large springs to cushion the ride for our
passengers; I remembered almost losing some dental fill-
ings during my ride at the No. 9. Our next step was to
install automotive bench seats and a protective side
caging.

During mid-January, we visited Rectifier Auto Electric,
and Jack showed us what he had done with our locomo-
tive. He had all of the correct parts, replacement nuts and
bolts, and electrical cables. He assured us that he would
have it complete, fully operational, and ready for its
return to Sterling Hill by mid-February.

Our goal is to test the locomotive and passenger car on
special occasions only. One event will be to transport the
three kegs of Russian stout beer that local Krogh’s brew-
ery ages into our mine. Instead of pushing the barrels into

the mine on dollies, as we have done in the past, they
now will be hauled inside our mine “in style.” We will
have Jack, Jerry, and Doug taking turns, each driving a
barrel to the aging location at the westerly shaft. This is a
fitting tribute to three men who made this dream possible.
During this trial time we can assess the safety, ease of
use, and dependability of the system. Having a locomo-
tive as part of our tours will be great; but we will have to
modify our presentation in order to make the mine train
experience educational. If everything works out, our ulti-
mate goal is to extend the track into the Passaic Pit and
perhaps even beyond. My uncle once told me: “With the
right tools, you can do anything.” I would add: “With the
right people, you can do anything.” Case in point!

uring the summer of 2017, the Delaware
Museum of Natural History glowed, thanks to a
partnership between the Sterling Hill Mining
Museum and the Delaware Mineralogical

Society (DMS). Wonders in the Dark, a walk-through
exhibit designed to complement the traveling exhibit, In
the Dark, highlighted the extraordinary properties of 
fluorescent minerals. visitors of all ages eagerly lined up
to see the collection. Once inside, it was clear that both
avid amateurs and seasoned collectors enjoyed the
encased specimens, touchable elements, and the fluor-
quarium. Museum staff provided a personal connection

with visitors, recommending visits to the Sterling Hill
Mining Museum and membership in the DMS (and their
youth group, the Blue Rockers). Tuesdays were particu-
larly special, as we had a face painter who used glow-in-
the-dark paints, adding a fun element for children as they
entered the exhibit. We were fortunate to have numerous
mineral specimens, Uv lamps, and other equipment
loaned to our museum by the Sterling Hill Mining
Museum. We were sad to see the departure of the
Wonders in the Dark exhibit; however, we look forward
to an ongoing partnership with Sterling Hill and the
DMS. A bright future lies ahead!

Delaware Museum of Natural History 
Fluorescent Mineral Exhibit

D
Helen Bilinski
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A Small World...A Deep Subject
Doug Francisco
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o us it was the Old Shaft -- the East Shaft.
Abandoned, with access on only a few levels, it
now served only for ventilation, with fresh surface
air being drawn down to the bottom to 1850 feet by

large fans, and then being allowed to ventilate naturally
up through the mine workings. The first deep shaft at
Sterling Hill was started in 1913 and went into production
in 1916. Taking three years to complete, it went from the
surface to just below 1850 feet. To me that was real work.
Drilling down holes, i.e., extracting steels, keeping water
out of the holes so you could load them with dynamite,
and then the hardest part, mucking out the blasted materi-
al. The bottom had to be cleaned out perfectly, down to
the last crumb, so you could drill into clean rock. That is
real mining. I can't imagine the physical toll of that work.
While that down hole shaft work was going on, they
drove drifts, tunnels, hit the ore veins, and started mining
at prescribed horizontal levels so they could pay for their
development work with ore profits. The old shaft was
three compartments wide, and its hoisting compartment
could handle all the ore produced at that time. The shaft
opening can still be seen today at the far end of the
Sterling Hill adit level parking lot. 

Now here's a true story for you; a tale that wraps around
generations and ties them together. In 1948 the old shaft,
having been in service for more than 30 years, was no
longer able to handle the increased ore production and the
number of miners required to obtain that increased quan-
tity. Yearly tonnage reports from 1948 show 100,000 tons
extracted and sent to the mill, which stood six stories tall
right next to the East or Old Shaft. A tonnage report from
1977 shows 206,000 tons mined, more than double the
tonnage from 25 years before. Realizing the shaft’s limi-
tations in 1948, the zinc company started work on a new
shaft, which went into production around 1952. They

started using the upper levels of this new shaft while the
finish work was being completed at the bottom. This new
shaft was a five-compartment wonder that now could
dedicate two compartments solely for ore hoisting and
another two compartments for men and materials. The
fifth compartment was a ladderway and housed the efflu-
ent pipe for the pump water along with electrical cabling,
etc. Work also was started on a huge new mill complex
on top of the hill. A monthly report from December 1954
shows the last 54 feet of track being laid in the new West
shaft. Then the Old Shaft could be decommissioned.

Sure, when we was young and handsome, 
had some ten years in the game,

Old Sull, he had a partner and Jim Reilly 
was his name.

They had knocked about together, Bingham, 
Butte and Coeur D’Alene,

And they brawled in every bar-room from
Ely to Fort McLean.

The new shaft would be much, much easier to create.
They had to drive a drift on the 1850 level (they were
already there!) northeast to where the new shaft was to
start, and go up this time, driving first a large raise and
then stripping the sides to the desired dimensions. This
was so much easier because gravity would do much of
the heavy lifting, so to speak. The drill holes would clean
themselves out, every aspect of driving up was just easier.
The blasted material would fall to the bottom where it
could be easily cleaned up and hauled away to be used
for fill in the stopes and pillars. As the new shaft made its
way toward sunlight, every hundred feet or so, correspon-
ding to the old shaft levels, drifts were driven to gain
access to the ore veins. As the new shaft was nearing
completion, it was time to abandon the old one. Work was 

T

I’ve a thing or two ta tell ya that I think you ought to know,
About that rusty bucket Sully carries down below.

You’re not the first one stranger, that has laughed at Sully’s Pail.
You’re the only one that’s laughing now, the rest has heard this tale.
(“Sully’s Pail”: words by Dick Gibbons and sung by Tom Paxton)

Continues on page 14
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A SMALL wORLd
Continued from page 13

begun salvaging and dismantling the original shaft, and
for many months, a handful of men were assigned the task
of shutting her down.

Now me and old Ted Johnson,
sure you’ll not remember him,
We was working at the Raras, 
had a stope with Sull and Jim.

The four of us together, we was working 
side-by–side,

That's how I chanced to be there on
the night Jim Reilly died.

It was a night shift when it happened. The five-man work
crew sending scrap steel up to the surface was on their
second load. Two men rode the cage up and unloaded
while three men remained in the shaft bottom preparing
the next load. Elsewhere in the mine, development work
was at 100%, driving drifts and raises in preparation for
the switch-over to the huge new West Shaft. The hoist
man in the hoist house got the bell signal, and the cage
began its descent. These men had taken this same ride
thousands of times before. Level by level the cage rattled
downward at a nice steady pace. At 1680 level the 
neglected maintenance took its toll; the cable clamps let
loose, and the cage with its human cargo free-fell hun-
dreds of feet, gathering speed until it crashed to the floor
of the shaft bottom. The men were pitched off. One died
instantly and the other, Ralph Romyns, was hurled into a
pool of water. The three men on the bottom rushed for-
ward, and one of them rolled Ralph onto his back keeping
his head out of the water and cradled him, hoping to allow
him to breathe.

Well, the blastin’ had been easy, it was
coming out like sand,

And we was muckin’ out the ore, those days 
we mucked by hand.

And we was nearly finished, and I hadn’t heard a sound,
But something must have happened,
for Jim Reilly yelled “Bad ground!”

Fast forward 60 years to 2015 when I ran into an old high

school friend with whom I had lost touch. During our
catching-up conversation he mentioned that he had been,
among other things, a chaplain in hospitals and nursing
homes, ministering to the elderly and sick who were suf-
fering and in their last days. I told him I was working
again at the Zinc Company and he told me the following
story.

He was visiting patients in Newton Hospital in the spring
of around 1988 to comfort sick and dying patients. On
entering one of the hospital rooms he saw a wispy-haired,
frail, old man, and approaching the bed, chaplain Bob
reached out his hand and took the old man's saying “I’m
Bob Romyns, a chaplain here at the hospital.” The old
man's eyes struggled to focus and he finally said “I knew
a Romyns a long time ago.” 

When we headed for the timb’ring Sully
must’ve took a spill,

For when we looked back in there, 
he was pinned beneath his drill.

The ceiling; it was groaning now, all set
to drop the lid,

And Sully, pinned beneath his drill, 
was sobbing like a kid.

The old man continued, “He was a friend of mine many
years ago. We worked the mines together.” Bob asked,
“Franklin?” He looked old enough to have drilled the first
hole in the Franklin mines. Bob helped him sit up and had
him sip some water. ”Sterling; I was there the night he
died.” His eyes became cloudy with thought, and the room
became still and quiet. “It was 1958. The cage cut loose
and slammed down to the bottom. We heard it coming and
got the hell out of the way the best we could. When it
crashed we ran forward and I found Ralph broken, bleed-
ing, and lying face down in the water. I held his head up
out of the water, hoping he would be able to breathe, but it
took only a few moments to realize that he was already
dead. I just held him in my arms.” Bob had tears in his
eyes as he told the man “Thank you for trying to help him.
That was my grandfather.” He prayed, hand in hand, with
the old man before leaving the room. Bob left the hospital
that night amazed that he had been given such a privilege
to personally thank this man for trying to help his

Continues on page 15
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Photo taken from the head frame, looking
down into the two compartments of the Old
Shaft.
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Continued from page 14

Grandpa in his last moments on earth; and how such a
holy moment could come so unexpectedly from such a
tragic event so long ago. Bob later learned that the man
had passed away the next morning. Had Bob not been
there that night that incredible moment would not have
happened, and the story would have passed away into
darkness never to be told, like his grandfather's friend.
Bob told me that, as a child, he remembered coming
home from school one day to find his father and uncles
sitting at the kitchen table crying. This was the day
Grandpa died. Thirty years later Bob had closure over
his Grandpa’s passing.

They come around the ore car, Reilly 
wearing a big grin.

Guess he never knew what happened 
when the hanging wall caved in.

Sully reached the timb’ring, his face as
white as chalk,

And Reilly, two yards back of him,
caught fifteen tons of rock.

That day Sully's pail was buried,
he ate from Reilly’s pail in tears,
And he's carried that same bucket
now for more than twenty years;

So, you can laugh at Sull 
because he’s mean and drinks a lot,
But don't laugh at Sully's bucket, 
that's the only friend he's got.

Adit level shaft station for the Old Shaft. It sits about 10
feet below the parking lot level at Sterling Hill. Sunlight
can be seen shining in from the area of the chain link
fence enclosure in the parking lot.

Map of the 800 level at
Sterling Hill, showing the
access path one had to
take to get to the old shaft.
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The Fluorescent Mineral Society’s
Big NERF Ball

Howie Green

Continues on page 17
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he Northeast Region Fluoresophiles (NERFs) of
the Fluorescent Mineral Society (FMS) held their
annual autumn Ball on December 2, 2017, at the
GeoTech Center of the Sterling Hill Mining
Museum (SHMM). This event continues to grow

in popularity, and once again, a new attendance record
was set, as 110 folks “made the scene.” In fact, we had to
expand our footprint this year to include an additional
room in the GeoTech Center. Of course the quality of the
scientific program, the intense volume of sales of quality
fluorescent rocks, and the all-day access to the Thomas S.
Warren Museum of Fluorescence also added to the lure
(Tom Warren was one the founders of the FMS, which
has designated the Warren Museum as its “Official
Museum of Fluorescence.”). While we welcome non-
FMS members to the meeting and welcome them to join
our Facebook Fluorescent Mineral Group (just search
“fluorescent minerals” on Facebook), we also encourage
attendees to join the FMS by going to our website,
www.uvminerals.org.

Over the years, our NERF Ball program has evolved into
a wonderland of physical and biological science-based
presentations, rabid fluorescent mineral selling and swap-
ping, and collecting trip reports with “show-and-tells,” all
accompanied by a veritable feast of innovative cuisine
(thanks to Rich Keller, Charlotte Knight-McIlvaine, Pat
Hintz, Tema Hecht, and Paul Shizume for their feast
coordination efforts). In the past, the NERF Ball focused
on the attendees’ assortment of interests and styles, but
now has grown into a beautifully adaptive symbiotic col-
laboration, and a tradition in which most attendees proac-
tively volunteer to assume enthusiastic and active annual
roles in meeting support without which the NERF Ball
would not be possible. For example, while I ride herd on
the lecture series, Jim van Fleet shepherds goings-on in
the rock sales arena, and Gary Moldovany has become
our very capable and effective sergeant-at-arms to main-
tain decorum. Some folks come mainly for the program
and others for the rocks. While some are
“Franklin/Sterling Hill-centric,” others have more world-
wide preferences. We get a wonderful mix of old and
young, veteran and newbie. The bottom line is that,
despite all the sophisticated development, this meeting
has retained its flavor as a wonderful social event!

Chapter President Lee McIlvaine continues to apply his
technical expertise, enabling us to present the interactive
scientific program via audiovisual feed to FMS members
from as far away as Florida and Washington. Our hope is
to eventually share interactive meetings simultaneously
with other FMS chapters; but for now we are planning to
offer DvDs of this meeting to FMS members. In the
meantime, detailed meeting reports that chronicle the
essence of the scientific portion of the meetings are avail-
able as online supplements to the FMS newsletter, UV
Waves.

The structured program got under way this year with a
talk via audiovisual remote by Rodney Allen, the
Manager of Geology Research and Development at the
Garpenberg Mine in Sweden. Having grown up with
Franklin/Sterling Hill as the center of our universe, our
members are now also acquainted with the Methods of
Modern Day Zinc Mining at Garpenberg, one of the
largest producers of zinc ore in the world. Rodney gave a
fascinating presentation of the history, geology, and min-
ing techniques used at Garpenberg, accompanied by
videos of mining in action. He also was gracious enough
to send me a plethora of samples from around the mine,
all carefully labelled to make Rodney’s presentation
“come alive.” I’m donating the samples to Earl verbeek
for further categorization and study. One disappointment
is that while some fabulous fluorescent specimens have
come from this mine, those examples were limited to a
relatively specific time and location, and current samples
of ore are not fluorescent. 

Stacey Carrier, the Technical Sales Manager at Hellma
USA on Long Island, has been kind enough to provide
spectra for previous NERF presentations. She also has
indulged my pestering over the years, and we’ve had fun
studying some of the more fluorescently complex rocks
in my collection. Stacey presented An Introduction to
Spectroscopy and Fluorescence, which was followed by a
lively audience discussion.

During lunch, I displayed a suite of incredibly beautiful
and complex fluorescent minerals in my presentation on
Minerals from the Illinois-Kentucky Fluorspar District, 

T
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BiG NeRf BALL
Continued from page 16

the site of a weekend meeting in August 2017 of the new
Midwest Chapter of the FMS. Of course my motive was
to inspire folks to make the trip for another get-together
there in the spring.

The afternoon program began with a presentation by
Lorne Loudin, Research Associate at the GIA laboratory
in New York. Lorne spoke about his work in Mapping
Distribution of Optical Defects in Diamond Using
Photoluminescence Imaging. This presentation continued
to build on the NERF Ball tradition of hosting scientists
from the GIA.

We finished the formal part of our program with a presen-
tation via remote by geologist Dan Moore, who took us
on a tour of his backyard, acquainting us with
The Fluorescent Minerals of the Helvetia Mining District,
Pima County, AZ. Dan led a group of FMS members on a

collecting trip there in February 2017, so we had a nice
‘live’ show-and-tell with samples to accompany his talk. 

As the afternoon grew to a close, Dick Bostwick led a
group of adventurers to the site in the Sterling Hill Fill
Quarry where a large fluorescent slab was to be excavated
for a centerpiece exhibit for the new Allison and Roberto
Mignone Halls of Gems and Minerals, scheduled to open
in 2019 at New York’s American Museum of Natural
History (AMNH). Dick described the historical signifi-
cance of the area and the partnership of the AMNH and
the SHMM (see article in this issue -- “22-Ton Slab of
Sterling Hill Ore Quarried for the American Museum of
Natural History’s New Hall of Gems and Minerals”).

Kudos to Bill Kroth and the staff of the Sterling Hill
Mining Museum for all their assistance, and for being
wonderful hosts for the NERF Ball, which has become a
great success. See you next year at the 2018 NERF Ball!

incoln S. Hollister, professor emeritus at
Princeton University and a SHMM board member
since 2011, has had a long and distinguished
career centered on the petrology of lunar basalts
and terrestrial metamorphic rocks. In late 2016, a

special session entitled “Fifty Years of Innovation in
Petrology and Orogenic Systems:  A Tribute to Lincoln
Hollister” was held by the Geological Society of
America during its annual meeting in Denver.
Additionally, a pre-meeting field trip “to honor the
career contributions of Lincoln Hollister to petrology
and tectonics” took participants to an area in New
Mexico that has long fascinated Lincoln (and numerous
others) because its rocks contain andalusite, kyanite,
and sillimanite – three minerals of identical composi-
tion (Al2SiO5) but different crystal structure; they are
called polymorphs. (Each of these minerals forms under
a range of different pressure and temperature condi-
tions, but, because of sluggish reaction rates, one fre-
quently finds two polymorphs together in the same
rock. This provides information on the pressure-temper-
ature, or P-T path of the rock. In the unique situation in
New Mexico, all three polymorphs occur together, giv-
ing an exact pressure and temperature at which the rock
formed.)

Professor Hollister spent much of the 1970s working on the
petrology and origin of lunar basalts and then, for more
than three decades, turned most of his attention to under-
standing the evolution of metamorphic rocks in diverse
areas, principally in British Columbia, Alaska, New
Mexico, and Bhutan. Beginning in 2009 he has served as a
member of a team investigating the Khatyrka meteorite, a
fruitful venture that led to the first description of natural
quasicrystals (see Wikipedia entries on “quasicrystals” and
“Penrose tiling” for explanation) as well as the discovery
of several minerals new to science. One of these, an alu-
minum-iron alloy with composition Al3Fe, was named hol-
listerite by his colleagues, one of whom wrote “I consider
Lincoln’s contributions, all of them, to be among the great-
est achievements in mineral and petrological sciences in
the last half century.”  Hollisterite was approved as a new
mineral in 2016 by the International Mineralogical
Association, and its formal publication followed shortly
thereafter, in 2017; the type specimen has been deposited in
the Smithsonian Institution’s National Museum of Natural
History. The Khatyrka meteorite, it should be mentioned,
sheds light on processes that were operative during the
early stages of our Solar System. Work on that meteorite
continues, and we look forward to additional contributions
from Lincoln as new data come in.

Sterling Hill Mining Museum Board
Member Honored

L



Memories of the Sterling Hill Zinc Mine
John Hornyak (as told to his son, Earl)
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n this article, long-time Ogdensburg resident, John
Hornyak, now 92 years old, recalls his time working
at the Sterling Hill Mine.  

His recollections bring back a variety of emotions -- both
nostalgic and bittersweet. “My whole family at one time
worked for the Zinc Company,” he said. John’s father,
stepfather, and brother, Andy, were employed as miners
before John himself began working there in the late
1940s. After he and his siblings returned from World War
II, “the three of us – my brothers Joe, Steve, and I were
working there together.” Joe was a hoisting engineer.
Steve worked in the yard as well as down in the mine,
taking and loading timber which would be used to hold
up the tunnels when they were blasted out.

The timbers for the mine were made at the Zinc
Company’s own sawmill. The trees were cut on the
vernon Mountains, mostly around Lake Wanda and Lake
Waywayanda, both of which were owned by the Zinc
Company. They were hauled down the mountain to the
sawmill where workers cut them into the size of timbers
needed for the mine. 

As for John, he preferred working above ground. “I never
went down in the mine. I was a watchman.” He worked
three shifts where he watched the mill and surrounding
grounds to make sure people didn’t break in, as well as to
keep an eye out for fires. As watchman, he carried a
clock and had keys for all the different stations. He had
to insert the keys and clock in at every station so the
Company would know what time he was there. He also
worked in the buildings and grounds and the mill depart-
ments.

A typical day at the mine began with signing in, which
consisted of a man handing each worker a tag with their
number on it, which would then get hooked onto a board.
They would get a break from 12:00 to 12:30 for lunch,
which they would bring from home. At night, the men

returned their tag to show that they had spent the whole
shift there. 

“In the morning when you went to work, they blew the
whistle two times, and if you didn’t get through the gate-
house by the second whistle they sent you home; you
went without a day’s pay. And if you were sick, you bet-
ter be sick, because they had a gentleman (we called him
Dick Tracy) that would come to your house, and if you
weren’t sick, that was the end of your job.”

Zinc Company workers were paid every two weeks. The
mine did not close for bad weather, but at one point,
when the workers went on strike, they did shut down
temporarily. 

There were many dangers in the mine, both with explo-
sives and collapsing rock. The Zinc Company had its
own hospital in Franklin. For serious injuries, Franklin’s
ambulance and surgeon would come to Ogdensburg, and
the surgeon would actually go into the mine to care for
the injured man before they brought him up and took him
by ambulance to the Franklin Hospital. Another doctor
had an office in Ogdensburg and would come down in
the afternoon if anybody had minor injuries to be taken
care of. Unfortunately, among the treatable injuries, there
were also losses. “One of them was my best friend, Sliker.”
John recalled wistfully. “We were in the Navy together.”

Most of the miners rented houses from the Zinc
Company, which were inspected to make sure they were
fireproof. Miners also purchased necessities from the
Zinc Company. “They had a company store in Franklin,
where you had to buy your shoes, mining clothes, and at
one time, the miners even had to buy their own picks and
shovels to work in the mine.” John smiled as this anec-
dote reminded him of the song lyrics, “I owe my soul to 
the company store.”

I
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The Zinc Company provided places for recreation such
as the bowling alley and Marshall House, where there
were dances, a library, and various games. “They treated
‘em good. They treated everybody well,” John said of
the Zinc Company. The Company also furnished
employees to supervise these events, and provided utili-
ties including heat, electric, water, etc. They paid for
kids who could not afford to go to summer camps, as
long as their parents worked in the mine. John was
glad to get the opportunity to participate in these
activities. 

John recalled his amazement at how a particular individ-
ual performed his job at the mine. His name was
Geydoshek. He had lost his eyesight in a mine explo-
sion, but continued to work there. His son walked him
down Passaic Street to the mine, where he cut fuses for
dynamite at different lengths (depending on the time
needed before it was to be set off) and put the caps
on. Although he was blind, he measured it correctly
and put the caps on accurately every time, never 
faltering.

One of John’s favorite memories as a kid was playing
on a sand bank at the pond where the Zinc Company let
water run into. “That was our playground,” he mused.
When the sand bank got filled to the top, the mine
would divert the water into slime ponds behind the
houses on Sterling Parkway which are still there today.
The muck that was left behind turned into a hard clay.
John noted that “before it was collected we dug under
the fence which surrounded the whole sand bank on top,
and went in there and played hockey and golf, and
whatever games we could think of.” The muck in both
locations was dug out and sent to Pennsylvania where it
was processed and often made into paint and medicine.
“Almost all of the Zinc Company houses had porches
and cellars doors that were painted with this grayish col-
ored paint.” 

“It was ironic because when I got out of the service and
started working for the Zinc Company, one of the jobs I
had was digging up all the muck that I played in as a
kid, putting it in railroad cars, and shipping it out to be
processed.” The mine’s influence on John’s life had
come full circle. “I thought that was amazing, that when
I was a kid, I played there, and later got to do all that
myself. I never thought I’d be involved in the process.”

John Hornyak today. Hornyak (right) and his Navy buddy
Sliker (left), both worked for the
Sterling Hill Mine.
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his is the seventh article in the continuing series on
our periodic table of elements display in Zobel
Hall. We now will step away from the transitional
metals, which have been the focus of the six previ-

ous articles, and explore the lightest halogen group ele-
ment, fluorine. Our six-foot by ten-foot periodic table
display is a teaching tool that helps people understand
the science behind the everyday items they use in their
lives, and mining’s role
in producing those
items. An interactive
display of our periodic
table can be found on
our web site at
http://sterlinghillmin-
ingmuseum.org/period-
ictable/index.php.  

Fluorine is a pale yel-
low-colored gas with
an atomic number of nine, is very toxic, and is the most
reactive of all the elements. As such, it never is found in
its pure form. The chemical symbol for fluorine is F, and
it is the 13th most abundant element in the earth’s crust.
If you look closely at the quartz ampoule that holds the
fluorine gas in our periodic table you can see the pale
yellow color (which does not show up in the picture
above). This is only one of a handful of fluorine gas
samples on display anywhere where the color is visible.

Early chemists were aware that there was an unidenti-
fied element in metal fluorides. The French scientist,
André Ampère, coined the name fluorine in 1812, based
on the primary mineral source, fluorite, which was first
described in 1529. Sir Humphrey Davy announced the
discovery of fluorine in 1813, basing the name on the
suggestion of Ampère. Fluorite is added to metal ores to
lower the melting point for smelting, and the name for
both the mineral fluorite, and the element fluorine,
comes from the Latin verb meaning to flow. Early
attempts to isolate fluorine caused injuries and some
deaths as the element is extremely corrosive. It finally
was isolated in 1886 by the French chemist Henri
Moissan. 

China, Mexico, and Mongolia are the three largest pro-
ducers of the ores for fluorine. The most common ore
minerals for fluorine are fluorite (also known as
fluorspar), cryolite, and fluorapatite. Both fluorite and
fluorapitite can be found at Franklin and Sterling Hill.
No fluorite is mined commercially in the United States,
although some synthetic fluorite is produced from recy-
cling of waste. The United States imports most of the
ore required for producing fluorine, primarily from
Mexico.

The first recorded use for fluorine was in 1529, as fluo-
rite was used to lower the melting point of metals for
smelting. Hydrofluoric acid was used to etch glass
beginning in the 1700s. Greater commercial use of fluo-
rine began around the time of World War II. It is used to
make uranium hexafluoride to separate uranium iso-
topes. Fluorine is in Freon-12 as a refrigerant and in
Teflon, which is used as a non-stick coating in frying
pans and polymers for cable insulation, plumber’s tape,
and in Gore-Tex®. Hydrofluoric acid is used to etch the
glass of light bulbs. Its use in chlorofluorocarbons
(CFCs) as an aerosol propellant and refrigerants has
been banned because it causes damage to the ozone
layer of earth’s atmosphere. Around 19,000 tons of fluo-
rine gas is produced each year, and the largest use is for
uranium hexafluoride for nuclear fuels. Fluorine is still
used in smelting processes, in aluminum extraction,
water fluoridation and toothpastes, hydrofluorocarbon
(HFC) and hydrochlorofluorocarbon (HCFC) refriger-
ants, pharmaceuticals, and in the chemical industry. The
radioactive isotope fluorine-18 is used in tracers for
positron emission tomography (PET) scanning where its
short half-life of 110 minutes minimizes any radiation
damage.

Fluorine finds many uses in our modern world and can
affect our lives in many ways. Look a little closer at the
items you use throughout your day to can see how fluo-
rine might play a part, which likely is greater than you
realize. And as always, if you collect minerals at
Sterling Hill or Franklin, you can have a connection to
this very valuable and useful element. And if you are at
Sterling Hill for a tour, be sure to check the ampoule in
our periodic table, for one of the rare places where you
can see the pale yellow gas in person.

Element Fluorine
Gordon Powers

T
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Franklinite crystals from
the Sterling Mine, 1250
stope, 750 foot level -
The specimen measures
6 x 4 x 3 inches and is in
the Bob Horn collection.
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he featured mineral for this issue of the Sterling
Hill Newsletter is franklinite. This particular spec-
imen was collected in the early 1990’s at the 1250
stope, 750 foot level by Dick Willis. It measures
approximately six inches by four inches by three

inches. Dick was a collector and part-time dealer who
had the opportunity to collect in the lower levels of the
mine, before the pumps were turned off. The Hauck
family and Sterling Hill staff also saved many mineral
specimens from the lower levels of the mine during this
time period. The mine eventually flooded up to the adit
level.

Franklinite is one of the three main ore minerals in the
Franklin/Sterling Hill district, along with willemite and
zincite. It was first described in 1819 by Pierre Berthier,
and was named in honor of Benjamin Franklin.
Franklinite is a zinc iron manganese oxide with a hard-
ness of 5 ½ to 6 on the Mohs scale. It is part of the
spinel group of minerals and is slightly magnetic.
Crystals are dark black with a metallic luster, and the
mineral most commonly has an eight-sided, or octahe-
dral, crystal form. Twelve-sided dodecahedral crystals
can also be found. It is extremely hard to find perfect

crystals, as the tips of the crystals often are broken dur-
ing discovery or just by handling over the years. Also,
crystals can show rounding from modification when
forming. This specimen was slightly etched with acid to
expose about 100 crystals.  

Franklinite is my favorite mineral from the
Franklin/Sterling Hill mining district, and it hopefully
will be designated the official New Jersey State Mineral.
State legislation has been drafted and introduced to do
exactly that. 

I had the opportunity to purchase this franklinite speci-
men from Dick Willis at one of the Franklin Gem and
Mineral Shows. Dick was very proud of the franklinite
crystals that he self-collected in the mine. He donated
his very best specimen to the Sterling Hill Mining
Museum, a very large plate of franklinite crystals in cal-
cite. One crystal on the specimen he donated is about the
size of a baseball. Every time I see that specimen, I am
reminded of Dick. It is located two cases away from the
John Kolic collection in Zobel Hall. This may be the
finest franklinite specimen in the museum’s collection.
The next time you are in Zobel Hall, please take a look. 

Featured Mineral
Robert A. Horn

T
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Spring 2018 Sterling Hill

Garage Sale
Sat., April 28 - Sun., April 29, 2018

10:00 AM – 3:00 PM
Christiansen Pavilion

Sterling Hill Mining Museum • Ogdensburg, NJ
Featuring:

franklin /Sterling Hill and worldwide minerals,
books, magazines
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Continues on page 24

STERLING HILL MINING MUSEUM
Calendar of Events

Saturday, April 28, 2018
Annual New Jersey Earth Science Association (NJESA) Gem and Mineral
Show
Littell Community Center, 10-12 Munsonhurst Road, Franklin, NJ
9:00 AM - 5:30 PM (indoors); 8:00 AM - 5:30 PM (outdoor swap/sell)

Saturday, April 28, 2018
Sterling Hill Garage Sale
Christiansen Pavilion, Sterling Hill Mining Museum, 30 Plant Street, Ogdensburg, NJ 
10:00 AM - 3:00 PM

Saturday, April 28, 2018
Annual Show Banquet and Auction 
GeoTech Center, Sterling Hill Mining Museum, 30 Plant Street, Ogdensburg, NJ
Banquet begins at 6:30 PM; attendance limited to 60 people; tickets are $20.00 per
person

Sunday, April 29, 2018
NJESA Gem and Mineral Show
Littell Community Center, 10-12 Munsonhurst Road, Franklin, NJ
10:00 AM - 5:00 PM (indoors); 9:00 AM - 5:00 PM (outdoor swap/sell)

Sunday, April 29, 2018
Sterling Hill Garage Sale
Christiansen Pavilion, Sterling Hill Mining Museum, 30 Plant Street, Ogdensburg, NJ 
10:00 AM - 3:00 PM

Sunday, April 29, 2018
Mineral Collecting at Sterling Hill (daytime only)
9:00 AM - 3:00 PM
Collecting is allowed on the Mine Run dump, in the Passaic pit, and “saddle” areas.
Bring sturdy footwear, a strong hammer (carpenter’s claw hammers not allowed),
and eye protection. A dark room with a shortwave ultraviolet light is provided on-
site for inspection of fluorescent minerals.
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Continued from page 23

Fee: $5 admission plus $1.50 for each pound of minerals taken. Fee does not
include mine tour.
Age Requirements: Must be age 7 or older to collect on the Mine Run dump; must
be age 13 or older to collect elsewhere.

Sunday, May 27, 2018
Mineral Collecting at Sterling Hill (daytime only)
9:00 AM - 3:00 PM
Collecting is allowed on the Mine Run dump, in the Passaic pit, and “saddle” areas.
Bring sturdy footwear, a strong hammer (carpenter’s claw hammers not allowed),
and eye protection. A dark room with a shortwave ultraviolet light is provided on-
site for inspection of fluorescent minerals.
Fee: $5 admission plus $1.50 for each pound of minerals taken. Fee does not
include mine tour.
Age Requirements: Must be age 7 or older to collect on the Mine Run dump; must
be age 13 or older to collect elsewhere.

Saturday June 16, 2018
Mineral Collecting at Sterling Hill (Nighttime: Sterling Hill Mining Museum
members only)
6:00 PM - 10:00 PM
Collecting is allowed on the Mine Run dump, in the Passaic pit, and “saddle” areas.
Bring sturdy footwear, a strong hammer (carpenter’s claw hammers not allowed),
and eye protection. A dark room with a shortwave ultraviolet light is provided on-
site for inspection of fluorescent minerals.
Fee: $5 admission plus $1.50 for each pound of minerals taken. Fee does not
include mine tour.
Age Requirements: Must be age 7 or older to collect on the Mine Run dump; must
be age 13 or older to collect elsewhere.

Sunday June 24, 2018
Mineral Collecting at Sterling Hill (daytime only)
9:00 AM - 3:00 PM
Collecting is allowed on the Mine Run dump, in the Passaic pit, and “saddle” areas.
Bring sturdy footwear, a strong hammer (carpenter’s claw hammers not allowed),
and eye protection. A dark room with a shortwave ultraviolet light is provided on-
site for inspection of fluorescent minerals.
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Fee: $5 admission plus $1.50 for each pound of minerals taken. Fee does not
include mine tour.
Age Requirements: Must be age 7 or older to collect on the Mine Run dump; must
be age 13 or older to collect elsewhere.

Sunday July 29, 2018
Mineral Collecting at Sterling Hill (daytime only)
9:00 AM - 3:00 PM
Collecting is allowed on the Mine Run dump, in the Passaic pit, and “saddle” areas.
Bring sturdy footwear, a strong hammer (carpenter’s claw hammers not allowed),
and eye protection. A dark room with a shortwave ultraviolet light is provided on-
site for inspection of fluorescent minerals.
Fee: $5 admission plus $1.50 for each pound of minerals taken. Fee does not
include mine tour.
Age Requirements: Must be age 7 or older to collect on the Mine Run dump; must
be age 13 or older to collect elsewhere.

Sunday, August 26, 2018
Mineral Collecting at Sterling Hill (daytime only)
9:00 AM - 3:00 PM
Collecting is allowed on the Mine Run dump, in the Passaic pit, and “saddle” areas.
Bring sturdy footwear, a strong hammer (carpenter’s claw hammers not allowed),
and eye protection. A dark room with a shortwave ultraviolet light is provided on-
site for inspection of fluorescent minerals.
Fee: $5 admission plus $1.50 for each pound of minerals taken. Fee does not
include mine tour.
Age Requirements: Must be age 7 or older to collect on the Mine Run dump; must
be age 13 or older to collect elsewhere.

Saturday, September 29, 2018
Franklin Gem and Mineral Show
Littell Community Center, 10-12 Munsonhurst Road, Franklin, NJ
9:00 AM - 6:00 PM (indoors); 7:30 AM - 6:00 PM (outdoor swap/sell)
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Saturday, September 29, 2018
Annual Show Banquet and Auction
Lyceum Hall, Immaculate Conception Catholic Church, Franklin, NJ
Banquet begins 6:30 PM; tickets are $20 per person.

Saturday, September 29, 2018
Sterling Hill Garage Sale
Christiansen Pavilion, Sterling Hill Mining Museum, 30 Plant Street, Ogdensburg, NJ 
10:00 AM - 3:00 PM

Sunday, September 30, 2018
Franklin Gem and Mineral Show
Littell Community Center 10-12 Munsonhurst Road Franklin, NJ 07416
10:00 AM - 5:00 PM (indoors); 9:00 AM - 5:00 PM (outdoor swap/sell)

Sunday, September 30, 2018
Sterling Hill Garage Sale
Christiansen Pavilion, Sterling Hill Mining Museum, 30 Plant Street, Ogdensburg, NJ
10:00 AM - 3:00 PM

Sunday, September 30, 2018
Mineral Collecting at Sterling Hill (daytime only)
9:00 AM - 3:00 PM
Collecting is allowed on the Mine Run dump, in the Passaic pit, and “saddle” areas.
Bring sturdy footwear, a strong hammer (carpenter’s claw hammers not allowed),
and eye protection. A dark room with a shortwave ultraviolet light is provided on-
site for inspection of fluorescent minerals.
Fee: $5 admission plus $1.50 for each pound of minerals taken. Fee does not
include mine tour.
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View of the Pillar of Light, after the slab was removed for the American Museum of Natural
History; willemite (fluorescent green) and calcite (fluorescent red) shown under shortwave
ultraviolet light.

View of the remaining rock face, after the slab was removed for the American Museum of
Natural History; showing phosphorescent veins of secondary willemite (glowing green),
deposited as joint fillings perpendicular to the dip of the ore. This was a very pleasant 
surprise, and the phosphorescence continued for more than 10 minutes after the UV source
had been removed.
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